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LS Elektronik AB

For the dispatchers use we have designed heavy duty table top 
microphones. With and without a built in speaker.

All units have a heavy base unit at about 900g, with rubber feet, to 
stand still on the table. They also have a built in PTT button that is 
comfortable to push and yet holds for many years of use.

There are separate models with analogue or USB connection, for use 
with a PC or directly to a network interface.

Mimer Microphones

Above L.: Microphone used with a standard PC.
Above R.:Microphone used as an extra microphone to the Tipro PC.

In Mimer SoftRadio a PC is used at the operator to remote one or many 
radios and other equipment.
In Softline only one radio can be remote controlled, and no PC is needed.

Above L.: Two microphones through a connection box to one PC.
Above R.: Microphone with speaker used with SoftLine, without a PC.



3110/03 – USB microphone with speaker and PTT

This is the most sold microphone with
USB connection for both audio and 
PTT. The built in audio card is seen by 
the PC as a separate audio device.

There is also a built in speaker with
very good audio quality and a volume
control.

Standard Microphones

3110 - Standard analogue microphone with PTT

This is the basic microphone with PTT.
It connects to the PC´s analogue
microphone port and with a separate
cable to the COM-port for the PTT 
function. If your PC doesn´t have a 
COM-port, a USB dongle can be used.



3110/04 - Analogue microphone with PTT
Similar to the 3110, but with a longer
cable (3m) and one common D-Sub
connector. Typical use with the 3191 
Connection box for connection of two
microphones through USB to one PC.

3110/06 - USB microphone with external PTT

Same as the 3110/03, but with an extra 
cable in the back, that connects an 
external PTT key. For example a foot
switch.

3110/07 - Analogue microphone/speaker with PTT

This microphone with speaker connects
directly into a network interface (not to a 
PC). For use with SoftLine systems where
the operator only needs to speak and listen 
on one remote radio.

3110/05 - Analogue microphone w/o PTT

Same as the 3110, but without the PTT key. 
Connects to the PC analogue microphone
port.
Can be used with other systems than Mimer.

Alternative Microphones
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Markets
• Public Safety
• Transportation
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• Offshore
• Airports
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Specifications of the standard microphone types

3110 3110/03
Goose neck microphone Yes Yes
PTT-Button Yes Yes
Speaker with volume control No Yes, 3W, 88dBc@0,5m
Built in Audio Card No Yes
Connection to PC Analogue Digital

Microphone: 3,5mm Audio: USB

PTT: COM-Port
PTT: USB 

(virtual COM-Port)

Microphone length 380mm 380mm

Cable length, apr. 2350mm 1750mm

Base Size 130x98x50mm 130x98x50mm

Weight ~900g ~900g

There is also an alternative 
microphone kit for installation 
in a panel. For example in a 
Command and Control 
Vehicle. 
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